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• Republic of Kosova is the newest country among 
193 countries in the world; 

• Its independence is declared on 17th February 
2008;

• Until now there are 58 recognitions;
• Each new country needs to define border with 

neighbors;
• The best records for definition of the border and 

development of border region are cadastral data;
• Cadastral data, GIS and maps are available for the 

overall territory of the Republic of Kosovo.

INTRODUCTION
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Way is necessary 

cross border cooperation

Cross-Border Cooperation
Differs Along Various Types of Borders and Borderlands,
Realization of the
cross  border cooperation is in close relation with:

• Political factors,
• Local factors, and
• Topographical factors

In each case of CBC are two necessary questions:
• What are the benefits if the projects 

CBC are developed? 
• What are the challenges if the CBC is 

not developed?
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Boundary concept in all levels
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Cross border 
cooperation 
with Macedonia
and with Albania

Map of Kosova “Google Earth”

Maps and position of Kosova for cooperation 
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CZ

1036053009340238178009185687542360759Total

186129141066445042732682401Gjilan

8706146691122752274767744972Viti

6394561413411661147750578492Kacanik

3076106619586619173170232150012236Shterpce

2686119928838539212437752120610408Prizren

2903183610076462229131191761822250Dragash

OthersYardForestMeadowPastureArable

Total  nr 
of 

private 
parcels

Total area
of CZ 
(ha)Municipality

Cadastral data at the border region
with Macedonia

Area 5- 10 km from the border
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G I S
Data Collection and analysis procedures 
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Placed  border pyramid

Natural Border on Altitude above 2000m 
Sharr Mountain and surveying  

Surveying
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These cadastral data and records for the cross border 
cooperation are fundamental for the first step on the 

land development.  
The cadastral data will bring clear factors as follow:

• ownership
• property rights;
• cadastral cultural for all parcels or group 

of parcels;
• maps with access to the infrastructure ;
• topography
• Information related to the needs of the 

economical stimulus, there;
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CONCLUSIONS

Land is an essential asset to human existence. 
• The paper has aimed to show assets on border region, and the needs for 

the cadastral information to decision makers. 
• The land in Kosova is highly fragmented. This is due in large part to rural 

unemployment. 
• Land Administration on the border region will be developed through open 

discussions, case study pilots in a sample of diverse countries and 
analysis of the field results. 

• The process of creating GIS as a tool for land administration for border 
region is complex and expensive but will have positive impact on
poverty alleviate. 

• The possibility of land consolidation on agriculture land and-or to the 
forestry land is new chance for cross border cooperation.


